Thank you for your request regarding limited usage of George Adamski’s materials.

Concerning the application of use of the indicated copyright protected photographs or materials; we have compiled a set standard for such requests.

- 1. If /when applicable, in order to maintain factual authenticity, we request a review of the text to which these materials or photographs will be referred and/or a general synopsis.

- 2. Upon the granting of authorization, permission is for one time usage, only for the specific publication or production indicated - NO other titles, reproduction or publication is allowed without renewed application for permission.

- 3. If photographs or illustrations are used, underneath each reproduced picture & Within the reference section - this statement: Permission granted by (date) Copyright (or appropriate insignia) G.A.F. International/Adamski Foundation. P.O. Box 1722 - Vista, CA 92085 U.S.A. www.gafintl-adamski.com

- 3a. In the event that we provide the requested photographs/materials with the required copyright wording & text already layered into the picture / materials, then only the reference credits section portion of stipulation [3] applies.

- 4. If text materials copied or quoted the same statement in the appropriate reference section.

- 5. Permission and authorization remains our sole right. We retain the right to rescind the limited extension of such rights at our discretion and at any time.

- 6. No fees will be required.

- 7. A copy of article, publication, or production containing referenced material will be supplied to G.A. F. for our archives.

- 8. Once consent is extended, such permission is NOT transferable to any other parties.

Should these provisions be acceptable, the necessary documentation will be provided for signatures granting limited permission. Also, should any factual background information, or materials pertaining to these photographs or George Adamski be desired, we will be happy to provide that as well.